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Thousands of parents have found this book valuable as a resource. Be one of them!...Dr. Clark’s
wisdom on how to manage kids - priceless!... I use it in my private practice. – Bill Pfohl, Psy.D.,
Past President of National Association of School PsychologistsSOS Help For Parents will help
you to improve the behavior and emotional adjustment of your children, ages two to twelve. SOS
is translated into 17 languages and is used by parents, educators, and counselors around the
world.Bonus features of this enhanced eBook include videos and downloadable study sheets to
increase the maturity of your child.SOS teaches you how to improve your child’s behavior,
reduce stress in your life, and enhance your child’s emotional intelligence (EQ). You will learn
essential child rearing rules, how to avoid four common child rearing errors, primary methods for
increasing good behavior, major methods for stopping bad behavior, active ignoring, Grandmas
Rule, how to avoid nine common time-out mistakes, time-out for toys that misbehave, how to
handle children who rebel against time-out, using points and contracts, logical consequences,
natural consequences, behavior penalty, and helping your child express feelings.Also you will
receive help with include noncompliance, not minding, strong-willed behavior, oppositional and
defiant behavior, aggression, ADHD, dressing problems, sibling conflict, tantrums, attention
seeking, immature behavior, avoidance of chores, homework resistance, communication
problems, and managing bad behavior away from home. Also, you will learn how to partner with
your child’s teacher to improve your child’s school adjustment. Your child’s behavior will improve
and you will enjoy a better relationship with your child.The Menu of Solutions for 46 Problem
Behaviors guides you in selecting the best methods for handling the most challenging behaviors.
Video clips and free resources for SOS Help For Parents are at SOS Programs and Parents
Press Homepage. Parents and professionals world-wide are using SOS Help For Parents. SOS
is also available from Ebook Tops in Spanish.Teach parenting skills with Video KIT SOS Help
For Parents (also available on Ebook Tops) for parent workshops and parent counseling.
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Therapy“SOS is the best video-based parent education and counseling program that I have
seen!”- a clinical psychologistSOS – A PracticalMulticultural Parenting Program“I utilized your
book with excellent results with children and their parents when I was in Connecticut. Currently I
am in Istanbul, Turkey and have found your book quite helpful with Turkish parents as well.”–
Yanki Yazgan, MD, Child Psychiatry, Marmara,University, Istanbul, TurkeyREAD WHAT OTHERS
ARE SAYING:“Beautifully captures the spirit of Rational Emotive Behavior Therapy in concise,
evocative, and humorous language. A gem of an introduction to REBT.”- Albert Ellis, Ph.D.,
President of Albert Ellis Institute and author of A Guide to Rational Living.“SOS is a beautiful
work! The use of cartoons, figures, and illustrations is quite engaging.”- Donald Beal, Ph.D.,
Associate Professor of Psychology, Eastern Kentucky University.“It’s spectacular! SOS is the
best self-help book on Rational Emotive Behavior Therapy that I have seen.”- Raymond
DiGiuseppe, Ph.D., Past President, Association for Behavioral and Cognitive Therapies
(ABCT).Manage Your Emotions, Relationships, and Life!SOS Help For Emotions is a self-help
book,not a parenting book.CONTENTSIntroductionSection OneFUNDAMENTALS OF
IMPROVING BEHAVIOR AND EMOTIONS1 Why Kids Behave And MisbehaveThree child
rearing rulesRewards children likeThe strong-willed childFour common child rearing errors2
Clear Communication Promotes Effective ParentingParents must agree on goalsSetting family
rulesGiving effective instructions & commandsChildren need discipline and loveReasons
parents don’t discipline3 Ways Of Increasing Good BehaviorEncourage and reward good
behaviorUse active ignoringReward alternative behaviorHelp your child practice good



behaviorUse Grandma’s ruleSet a good exampleBe an organized parent4 What Is Time-Out?
When Do Parents Use It?What is time-out?Time-out from your child’s viewWhich misbehaviors
deserve time-out?5 Major Methods For Stopping Bad BehaviorEffective but mild correctionBe a
rational and nonaggressive modelScolding and disapprovalNatural consequencesLogical
consequencesBehavior penalty (response cost)Methods of discipline comparedSection
TwoBASIC SKILLS OF THE TIME-OUT METHOD6 Getting Started With Time-Out7 Picking A
Boring Place For Time-Out8 Explaining Time-Out To Your Child9 Quickly Getting Your Child To
Time-Out10 The Timer And Waiting In Time-Out11Talking With Your Child ─ After Time-Out12
Common Time-Out Mistakes And ProblemsNine common time-out mistakesIf your child rebels
against time-outSection ThreeFURTHER APPLICATIONS OF YOUR PARENTING SKILLS13
Managing Bad Behavior Away From HomeHomes of friends and relativesStores, shopping
malls, and restaurantsIn the car and outdoor play activities14 Using Points, Tokens, And
ContractsOffering point-rewardsGiving token rewardsWriting parent-child contracts15 Timing-
Out Two ChildrenReducing conflict between childrenWhen and how to use time-out for two16
Timing-Out A Toy Instead Of The ChildTiming-out toys stops misbehaviorSteps for timing-out
toysMore ideas for parents17 Handling Aggressive and Dangerous BehaviorManaging
aggressive behaviorMore help for the aggressive child18 Helping Your Child Express
FeelingsBasic skills of reflective listeningReflective listening problemsYour child’s emotional
intelligence19 More Problem Behaviors ─ Questions And SolutionsADHD Learning
disabilityBedwetting Racing the TimerGrounding Getting to BedResting chair & resisting
choresSending a child to her roomFive ways portable timers help kidsSection FourMORE
RESOURCES FOR HELPING YOUR CHILD20 Teachers And Parents As PartnersWorking with
your child’s teacherTeachers managing behavior21 Helpful Classes And Books For
ParentsForming an SOS study groupOther helpful books for parents22 When And How To Get
Professional Help23 Controlling Your Own Anger24 Quizzes And Answers For
ParentsAPPENDICESA DVD/SOS Video And Professional MaterialsThe DVD/Video SOS Help
For ParentsSOS Resources for Counselors and EducatorsB SOS Summary Sheets For
ParentsREFERENCESINDEX ─ Menu Of InterventionsFor 46 Problem
BehaviorsINTRODUCTIONJESSICA“I always win!”Six-year-old Jessica was out of control.
When angry, she bit her wrist till it bled, screamed and swore, hit her mother or attacked a wall or
door in a fit of rage! Jessica always insisted on having her own way. Once at a shopping center,
she refused to accompany her parents back to their car. Instead, she forced them to chase her
through parked cars and traffic. Severe scoldings and spankings were ineffective in stopping her
from behaving like a brat. Jessica was in charge.Early in my experience as a psychologist, I
worked with Jessica and Mrs. Stiles, her mother. Mrs. Stiles agreed to try counseling although
she was pessimistic about changing her daughter. I didn’t work directly with Jessica. Instead, I
taught Mrs. Stiles effective methods of discipline and child management. She correctly applied
these methods, and after a stormy eight weeks, Jessica’s behavior changed dramatically. She
didn’t become an angel, but she became manageable.During our counseling sessions, Mrs.



Stiles was always a little upset with me. She was annoyed that I gave professional advice in
managing Jessica when I had no children of my own. Also, she felt that I hadn’t fully appreciated
how difficult it was being Jessica’s mother.Several months after we concluded parent
counseling, Mrs. Stiles learned that my wife was expecting our first child. What was Mrs. Stiles’
reaction upon hearing the good news? She exclaimed, “I hope that Dr. Clark’s kid is as mean as
a snake! Then he’ll know what I had to put up with!”Although you may not have a “Jessica,”
chances are that you do have a child who isn’t always an angel. SOS Help For Parents can help
you to become a more self-confident and effective parent. You’ll learn many new methods for
improving your child’s behavior. As a result, your child will be better behaved and happier. You
life will be simpler and more pleasant.This book is your guide for handling a variety of common
behavior problems. We’ll look at specific solutions to problems such as the following:Problems
Parents Face● Your three-year-old hits you when he doesn’t get his way. You have tried scolding
and spanking but his behavior is getting worse.● It embarrasses and angers you when your ten-
year-old daughter talks back to you whenever you ask her to do a simple chore. When you
explain to her how impolite her “back-talk” is, she mocks you.● You dread Saturday mornings.
Your twelve-year-old and eight-year-old regularly engage in Saturday morning arguing and
fighting while watching television. You repeatedly warn them to stop arguing and fighting. But
really you have nothing effective to back up your warnings.● Your five-year-old daughter has
started having tantrums. She is even having tantrums in the homes of your friends. You are tired
of her behavior and tired of making excuses for her. You feel helpless to change her.The
behavioral approach to child rearing and discipline is very useful in understanding children and
helping them to change. What is the behavioral approach? What is behavioral discipline? The
behavioral approach states that good and bad behavior are both learned. It also maintains that
behavior can be “unlearned” or changed. Behavioral discipline offers tested methods, skills,
procedures, and strategies for you to use in getting improved behavior from your child.You can
be optimistic about helping your child to change. Behavioral methods are extremely effective in
changing all kinds of problem behavior. Child research studies conducted in the United States
and other countries show a 50 to 90 percent reduction in a wide variety of problem behaviors
with the use of behavioral methods. As a parent and psychologist, I have considerable
confidence in these methods. In fact, I have used nearly all the behavioral methods described in
this book with my own children. These skills are easy to learn, and they work.How To Use This
BookRead chapters 1 through 12 before you actually begin using these new strategies with your
child. Understanding the methods, step-by-step instructions, and examples in these chapters
will enable you to be successful in guiding your child to improved behavior. Also, you will learn to
avoid common pitfalls and mistakes when managing your child.At the end of each chapter is a
section called “Main Points To Remember.” These are the most important ideas and instructions
contained in each chapter.SOS Help For Parents is based on my professional practice as a
psychologist, my personal experience as a parent, and the conclusions of numerous parent-
child research studies. Managing one’s children is a challenging and sometimes humbling task,



even for psychologists and family counselors. My wife (an elementary teacher) and I began to
use the methods of discipline and child management described in this book with our two sons
when they were toddlers.Many years after working with Mrs. Stiles and Jessica, I still think about
Mrs. Stiles and her “good wishes” for my firstborn! I have continued to study child management,
not only to help parents, but because I certainly didn’t want to be cursed with “a kid as mean as
a snake!”My purposes in writing SOS are to help parents to be better parents and to help
children to be more competent and better adjusted. As a clinical psychologist, I am aware of
tested methods for helping parents and children, and I want to make these methods and skills
known to many parents.Tested methods for helping children are based on research studies
conducted throughout the world. SOS methods are multicultural; these methods for helping
children can be applied by parents from various cultural backgrounds. SOS is published in eight
languages.SOS Help For Parents has enjoyed enormous success and positive feedback from
thousands of parents and professionals. Parents from diverse backgrounds in the United States
and in many foreign countries are now using the SOS Parenting Program.----- Note -----At the
end of each chapter are “Additional SOS Resources” which link to more ways to help your child,
including video clips, audio clips, and PDF study sheets.. Since many of these links repeat
themselves in succeeding chapters, you may find it convenient to revisit these links.---------------
Section OneFUNDAMENTALS OFIMPROVING BEHAVIORAND EMOTIONSYou will learn the
major methods for improving the behavior and emotional adjustment of children between two
and 12 years old. You can apply these methods and skills to solve a wide variety of behavioral
and emotional problems.There are three important rules for improving the behavior of children.
But there are four common parenting errors or mistakes which can increase behavioral and
emotional problems. You will learn to follow the rules and avoid the common mistakes.Clear
communication between you and your spouse is important in helping your child. Likewise, clear
communication between you and your child can help resolve behavior problems and can
improve your relationship with your child.You’ll learn the best methods and techniques to
increase good behavior and the most effective ways to decrease problem behavior. Time-out, if
used correctly, is a powerful method for stopping impulsive, hard-to-handle behavior. However,
used alone, time-out can’t start up good behavior. You need to use different techniques to start
up and maintain good behavior.SOS teaches powerful methods and skills to help you to help
your child. You will learn how to help your child to grow out of behavioral or emotional problems.
You can expect success!Chapter 1Why Kids Behave And MisbehaveWhy do some children sail
through childhood with few noticeable behavior problems, while others are a constant problem
to their parents? Children, as well as adults, find these “problem kids” obnoxious and either
complain about them or avoid them. It’s as though some problem kids lie awake at night plotting
their next day’s misbehavior.As a psychologist, I’ve had a firsthand look at the feelings of
frustration and failure which many parents experience. Frustrated parents also lie awake at night,
desperate for solutions.Solutions do exist! With increased knowledge of the rules and methods
for improving behavior, you can help your child be a better behaved and more agreeable family



member.Good and bad behavior are both shaped by the rewards your child receives.
Sometimes parents “accidentally” reward and strengthen their child’s bad behavior. Three-year-
old Patrick may get to stay up well past his bedtime (a reward) if he “wears his parents down”
with relentless complaining and crying. Your child’s bad behavior will grow stronger if you or
other people reward it. Behavior that is not rewarded or is corrected, will grow weaker and be
less likely to occur in the future.Follow three basic child rearing rules. The rules look simple! You
can easily see what your friends are doing wrong with their children. However, when you try to
use these rules with your child, you can appreciate how difficult it is to be consistent and
effective. Remember these rules!----- Note -----* When behavior is rewarded, that behavior
receives “positive reinforcement” or simply “reinforcement.”** When behavior which once was
rewarded is no longer rewarded, the term “extinction” is used. Extinction is also called
nonreinforcement of behavior.---------------Rule #1 Reward Good Behavior(And Do it Quickly And
Often)Children learn to talk, dress themselves, share toys, and do chores because they receive
attention and other types of rewards from their parents and other people for doing so. As
parents, we should frequently and abundantly reward the good behavior of our children.An adult
holds a job and in return receives a paycheck and recognition from others. A paycheck and
recognition are powerful rewards for working. Most of us would stop working if we weren’t
rewarded for our effort. Rewards shape and determine our behavior and the behavior of our
children. Rewards are also called reinforcers because they reinforce behavior.When your child
gets a reward for engaging in a particular behavior, that behavior is strengthened or reinforced.
This means that the behavior is more likely to occur in the future. People repeat behavior for
which they are rewarded. We continue going to work because we get paid. If your child behaves
in a way that pleases you, be sure to strengthen that behavior by frequently rewarding it. What
type of rewards should you use? Read on!Social rewards are very effective in strengthening the
desirable behavior of both children and adults. Social rewards include smiles, hugs, pats, kisses,
words of praise, eye contact, and attention. A hug or a kind word is easy to give. That’s good
because our children need lots of social rewards to strengthen their appropriate behavior.Some
parents are stingy with their praise and attention. They may say that they are too busy or that
their child ought to demonstrate good behavior without being rewarded for it. Parents who are
stingy with smiles, hugs, and words of praise don’t realize the powerful effect of frequently
rewarding their child’s desirable behavior. If four-year-old Emily straightens her room or helps
you with the chores, you need to tell her that you appreciate it. If you don’t, she will be less likely
to help with chores in the future.Praise is more effective in strengthening your child’s desirable
behavior if you praise the specific behavior rather than your child. Descriptive praise is praising
the behavior and not the child. After your daughter cleans and straightens her room, use
descriptive praise and say, “Your room looks great and you did such a good job cleaning it!” That
statement of descriptive praise is more effective than saying, “You are a good girl.” Develop the
habit of praising the specific behavior or actions that you want strengthened.Besides social
rewards, you can also give material rewards and activity rewards such as a special dessert, a



small toy, nickels and dimes, a trip to the Dairy Queen, or helping a parent bake a cake. For most
children, however, social rewards are much more powerful than material rewards. In addition,
social rewards are more convenient for you to use. Remember, you are the main source of
rewards for your child.To be effective, rewards must immediately follow the child’s desirable
behavior. If your daughter takes out the trash (even if that is her regular chore), you should thank
her immediately after the task is done — not an hour or so later. All of us like to receive rewards
for good behavior as immediately as possible. Children often ask to receive material rewards
before rather than after they do a chore or engage in a desirable behavior. If you sometimes use
material rewards, be sure you give them only after the desirable behavior occurs. When you give
a material reward or activity reward to your child, also give a social reward.Rule #2 Don’t
“Accidentally” Reward Bad BehaviorWhen you accidentally reward your child’s misbehavior, that
misbehavior is strengthened and is more likely to occur again in the future. Often, busy or
preoccupied parents unintentionally reward their child for engaging in undesirable or
inappropriate behavior. When parents reward bad behavior, they are causing future problems for
themselves as well as for their children. This is probably one of the most common child rearing
mistakes which parents make.Teaching Nathan To WhineWhen five-year-old Nathan wants his
mother’s attention, especially when she is busy, he begins to whine. Mother finds his whining so
unbearable that she stops whatever she is doing, scolds him for whining, and then asks what is
troubling him. Nathan has learned that when he really wants his mother’s attention, he first must
whine and accept a mild scolding. Then he gets his mother’s attention — a powerful reward for
five-year-old Nathan. Mother has taught Nathan to whine.Also, children teach parents to behave
in certain ways. Nathan has taught his mother to give him attention when he whines. When she
gives him attention, he rewards her by stopping his whining. Children and parents “teach” each
other both appropriate and inappropriate behaviors.Your child may have learned that he can
delay going to bed at night by complaining, crying, and becoming emotionally upset when you
say it’s bedtime. After his complaining and crying have become intolerable, have you ever given
in and let him stay up longer? If you have given in, you have unintentionally rewarded him for
crying and becoming emotionally upset. Complaining, crying, and getting upset are more likely
to occur in the future. These behaviors are learned and reinforced just as appropriate and
desirable behaviors are learned and reinforced. Don’t reward bad behavior or behavior which
you don’t want.The strong-willed child is another example of how parents and others can
accidentally reward bad behavior and cause that behavior to become a severe problem.
Watching a child cry and have a temper tantrum is distressing and emotionally upsetting. To stop
her persistent crying and tantrums, parents and other people eventually give in to her demands.
Thus, the strong-willed child learns to force others to give in to her demands by causing them
emotional pain and discomfort.*----- Note -----* Children with ADHD (Attention-Deficit/
Hyperactivity Disorder), Conduct Disorder, or Oppositional Defiant Disorder usually are
particularly strong-willed.---------------A strong-willed child may achieve considerable power and
control over her parents and others. To get her way, she may engage in endless pestering and



complaining, yelling and crying, or physical attacks on parents, siblings, and peers. Only when
others give her what she wants will she stop causing them stress and emotional pain. With
boundless energy and endurance, she forces her parents and others to reward her bad
behavior. However, you can help the strong-willed child by using the SOS child management
skills outlined in this book.RULE #3 Correct Some Bad Behavior(But Use Mild Correction
Only)You sometimes need to use mild correction to decrease or eliminate some unacceptable or
dangerous behavior.You dislike correcting your child. You would prefer to reward good behavior.
However, correctly using mild correction is often essential in helping your child. You’ll learn about
the use of mild correction such as scolding, natural consequences, logical consequences, time-
out, and behavior penalty. However, don’t use severe correction, such as grim threats, sarcasm,
or hard spankings. This often complicates behavior problems.Christy Loses Her TricycleMother
saw four-year-old Christy ride her new tricycle into the street. That was against the rule and the
rule already had been explained to Christy.Immediately, Mother walked out to the street,
removed Christy from her tricycle, and harshly scolded her. Mother also said, “Christy, for riding
in the street — you can’t ride your tricycle for a week.” The tricycle was put away. It was seven
days before Christy could play with it again.Four Child Rearing Errors To AvoidDo follow the
basic child rearing rules discussed previously. Also, avoid making the following four child rearing
errors. These parenting errors can contribute to behavior problems or emotional problems in
children. Parents as well as children are imperfect, but do the best job of parenting you can!Error
#1Parents Fail To Reward Good BehaviorExample: Brian, a fourth grader, walks up to his father
carrying his report card. Father, in his easy chair, is busy reading the newspaper. Father fails to
reward his son for getting good grades in school.Brian: “I made pretty good grades this term.
Would you like to see my report card, Dad?”Father: “Yes, but let me finish reading the paper
first . . . Would you go and ask Mother if she paid the bills today?”Error #2Parents “Accidentally”
Correct Good BehaviorExample: Eight-year-old Sarah wants to surprise Mother by washing the
lunch dishes. Mother unintentionally corrects her.Sarah: “I washed the dishes, Mother. Are you
glad?”Mother: “It’s about time you did something to help around here. Now, what about the pans
on the stove? Did you forget about them?...”Error #3Parents “Accidentally” Reward Bad
BehaviorExample: Six-year-old Pam and her parents are camping and have just arrived back at
camp with groceries for lunch. Mother is hot, tired, and hungry.Pam: “I want to go swimming
before lunch.”Mother: “First we eat lunch and have a nap, then you can go swimming.”Pam: “I’ll
cry if I can’t go swimming!”Mother: “Oh Pam, anything but that! Go ahead and swim first.”Error
#4Parents Fail To Correct Bad Behavior(When Mild Correction Is Indicated)Example: Mother
and Father are sitting in the family room. Both observe eleven-year-old Mark impulsively hit his
younger brother on the ear. Neither parent scolds Mark or uses any other form of mild correction
for his aggressive behavior.Mother: “I wish you would handle your son.”Father: “Boys will be
boys!”Physical Problems May Contribute To Behavior ProblemsBeing hungry or overly tired can
temporarily lower your child’s capacity for self-control and intensify his bad behavior. Certain
medical conditions can also increase the likelihood of behavior problems. If you suspect that



your child has a medical condition, take him to your family physician or pediatrician for a
checkup.Even though a chronic physical condition may contribute to your child’s bad behavior,
keep working on improving that behavior. All the rules and methods discussed in this book are
entirely suitable for helping children with handicaps or other physical problems. Succeeding
chapters will show you when and how to use effective methods for helping your child to improve
his behavior.Main Points To Remember:• Both good and bad behavior are strengthened when
rewarded.• Reward your child’s good behavior quickly and often.• Avoid rewarding your child’s
bad behavior.• Use mild correction to decrease or eliminate some behaviors.----- Note -----Video
KIT SOS Help For Parents, available for parent educators and counselors, teaches the Three
Child Rearing Rules and the Four Child Rearing Errors To Avoid, among other parenting skills.
See pages 247 to 249.---------------Additional SOS Resources: (Chapter 1)Not all eBook readers
have the capability to view video clips or PDF’s. All video clips are Flash. Make sure your Flash
player is updated.• SOS Child Management Guidelines, our most popular SOS PDF download,
lists the three child rearing rules and four child rearing errors to avoid.• Video clip “Accidentally
Rewarding Bad Behavior - an SOS Error” (3 minutes) taken from Video KIT SOS Help For
Parents.• Spanish video clip “Accidentally Rewarding Bad Behavior - an SOS Error” (3 minutes)
taken from “Video KIT SOS Ayuda Para Padres.”• Homepage of SOS Programs & Parents
Press.• AUDIO interview with Dr. Clark, “How to use behavior therapy and the SOS Help For
Parents program to help parents and children.“ For counselors and educators. (41 minute
youtube audio)Please remember an active internet connection is required to review these
links.Chapter 2Clear Communication PromotesEffective ParentingClear and frequent
communication between you and your spouse promotes effective parenting. Likewise, clear
communication between you and your child is also essential for helping to improve his behavior.
Good communication requires a lot of talking and listening by all family members. Your child
needs clear communication, discipline, and love from you.Parents Must Agree On GoalsYou and
your spouse must determine which of your child’s behaviors are good or desirable and which are
bad or undesirable. Your basic values determine the goals and standards of behavior you set for
your child. Reward and strengthen your child’s good behavior and eliminate or weaken her
unacceptable behavior by failing to reward it.Both Rewarding And Correcting David’s Baby
TalkWhen four-year-old David wanted something or just wanted attention, he often used “baby
talk.” If he was thirsty, he would point to the kitchen faucet and say, “wa-wa”. David’s mother
thought his baby talk was cute and often rewarded it (getting him a drink of water when he said,
“wa-wa”). David’s father thought his baby talk was obnoxious, scolded him for it, and called him a
“sissy.”David was being both rewarded and corrected for using baby talk. As the days passed,
David became more and more emotional, cried easily, and began avoiding his father.Rewarding
and correcting a child for the same behavior is unfair and may cause emotional or behavior
problems. Both parents need to decide which behaviors are desirable and which are
undesirable.If you are single-parenting your child, clarify your goals and set realistic
expectations for your child’s behavior by frequently talking with another adult who also cares for



your child. Grandparents or a baby-sitter may be helping to rear your child on a day-to-day basis.
If so, be sure that you and the other adult have consistent expectations and goals for your
child.Setting Family RulesBoth you and your spouse need to jointly determine the rules you want
your child to follow. When possible, encourage your child to participate when making or
modifying rules. If he helps to set a rule, he is more likely to follow it and less likely to resent it.
Once a rule is decided, however, you should expect him to follow it. He needs to know which of
his behaviors you like and which ones are unacceptable. Of course, never tell your child that he
is a “bad child.” However, do tell him which behaviors you consider unacceptable.The Twins
Help To Set A RuleGreg and Adam, four-year-old twins, loved to roughhouse and wrestle with
each other. Wrestling in the house was okay when they were two years old and when they were
very small. However, they were growing rapidly and the house was taking a beating.Mother and
Father sat down with them and explained that they were “bigger now” and that a new rule was
needed. The twins asked, “Can we wrestle in the family room if we don’t do it anyplace else?”
Their parents agreed and a new rule was born: “No wrestling anywhere in the house — except in
the family room.”Whenever you establish a rule, your children should know the rule well enough
to repeat it when asked to do so. Greg and Adam’s parents helped the twins to learn the rule by
saying it with them. Mother or Father could ask, “What is the rule about wrestling?” And either
Greg or Adam would respond, “The rule is — no wrestling anywhere in the house, except in the
family room.” Post major rules as helpful reminders for the children.Giving Effective Instructions
And Commands“Please pick up your toys,” is a simple request. “Stop throwing food!” or “Come
here and hang up the coat that you threw on the floor!” are commands.Parents of children who
don’t mind are often unable to give clear, emphatic instructions or commands to their children.
All parents, especially parents of hard-to-handle children, must be able to give clear, effective
instructions or commands. When you use time-out, an especially effective method of discipline,
you must be able to tell your child, “Go to time-out immediately!” Learning to give commands
doesn’t mean that you should start barking orders like a drill sergeant. However, if your child
usually doesn’t mind and even sasses you when you scold him for not minding, you must be
able to give clear, effective commands and to back up your commands.When are commands
given? Give your child a command when you want him to stop a specific misbehavior and you
believe that he might disobey a simple request to stop the misbehavior. Also, give a command
when you want your child to start a particular behavior and you believe your child might disobey
a simple request to start the behavior.How should you give a command? Assume that you come
into the living room and find Jennifer, your hard-to-handle seven-year-old, jumping up and down
on your new sofa. You should walk right up to her, have a stern facial expression, look her in the
eye, and maintain eye contact. Call her name and then give her a clear, direct command in a firm
tone of voice. Say, “Jennifer, jumping on the furniture is against the rule. Get off the sofa!” You
have given her a clear command.Give clear, explicit commands rather than vague ones. Your
child is more likely to mind if you say, “Come here and start putting those toys on the shelf!” He is
less likely to comply with a vague statement such as, “Do something with all those toys!”Don’t



ask a question or make an indirect comment when you give a command such as, “It’s not nice to
jump on the sofa.” Don’t say to Jennifer, “Why are you jumping on the sofa?” She just might smile
at you and say, “Because it’s lots of fun!”Also, don’t give your reasons for a rule while the bad
behavior is taking place. The time to explain reasons for a rule is before your child breaks it or
after the bad behavior stops. Do not say to Jennifer while she is still bouncing up and down, “You
shouldn’t be jumping on the sofa. It cost a lot of money. We still owe the finance company on it.
The springs might come loose.” However, do say to Jennifer, “Get off the sofa!”After you give
your command, Jennifer will probably decide to mind you and get off the sofa. However, let’s
assume that Jennifer decides to disobey your command. She may decide to test you and see if
you have anything with which to back up your command. It’s not necessary to severely correct or
threaten to correct Jennifer in order to back up your command. This might further complicate an
already difficult parent-child problem.You have a very simple and effective backup for your
command. You have “time-out!” Later, in Section Two, we’ll discuss how to use time-out in such a
confrontation — and without your getting intensely angry. For now, remember the following
simple steps for giving effective commands. Memorize and, if necessary, practice these
steps.Children Need Discipline And LoveDiscipline means teaching a child self-control and
improved behavior. Your child learns self-respect and self-control by receiving both love and
discipline from you. We discipline our children because we love them and we want them to
become responsible, competent adults. Being an effective parent requires love, knowledge,
effort, and time. This book will teach you basic principles for changing behavior and practical
skills for helping your child. To actually help your child, however, you must repeatedly practice
these skills and you must provide effort and time, as well as love.“Reasons” Parents Don’t
Discipline Their KidsThere are various reasons why some parents avoid disciplining their
children. These parents need to be aware of why they are hesitant to discipline and to overcome
their resistance to disciplining. You can’t expect your child to change her behavior if you are not
first willing to change your own behavior. The following are various reasons why parents
sometimes find it difficult to change their own behavior.• The Hopeless Parent. This parent feels
that her child is unable to change and will always behave poorly. She has given up on her
child.“In And Out Of The Garbage Can”It was the end of the school day and Mrs. Williams had
stopped to talk about her son, Kevin, with his first grade teacher. Whenever possible, Mrs.
Williams complained about her son’s bad behavior to whomever would listen. However, she
never attempted to actually discipline her young son.While Mrs. Williams and Kevin’s teacher
were talking, Kevin was down the hall playing near a large open garbage can. Mrs. Williams said,
“I can’t do a thing with Kevin. He never does what he is supposed to do.”As mother and teacher
talked, and as they continued to watch Kevin from a distance, Kevin crawled in and out of the
large garbage can!Kevin’s teacher said, “Do you see what Kevin is doing? He is going in and out
of that garbage can!” Mother responded with, “Yes, he is always doing something like that. Only
yesterday, he jumped in a mud puddle and...”Never once did Mother give Kevin a command
such as, “Get out of the garbage can!” She never asked him to stop what he was doing. She



never actively helped Kevin to improve his bad behavior. Mother had given up on her young
son.• The Nonconfronting Parent. This parent avoids confronting his child. He really doesn’t
expect his child to mind and his child realizes this. Sometimes this parent fears he will lose his
child’s love if he makes any demands on him. Hearing “I hate you,” “You’re a terrible father,” or “I
wish I had a new Daddy” completely devastates this parent and neutralizes his will to discipline.•
The Low Energy Parent. He or she can’t seem to muster the parenting energy necessary to keep
up with an active or misbehaving child. Sometimes, a mother or father is a single parent and
holds a full-time job. Occasionally, the low energy parent is suffering from a short-term or chronic
depression.• The Guilty Parent. This parent blames herself for her child’s problems and feels
especially guilty when she attempts to discipline her child. Self-blame and guilt prevent her from
teaching her son or daughter improved behavior. This parent becomes permissive and passive.•
The Angry Parent. Many parents become emotionally upset and angry each time they discipline
their child. Since they can’t discipline without being angry and upset and feeling miserable as a
consequence, they simply ignore their child’s misbehavior. The time-out method, however, helps
you to be composed when you correct your child.• The Hindered Parent. Sometimes a parent is
hindered by a spouse when attempting to discipline their child. If this happens to you, continue
talking with your spouse about desirable goals for your child. After agreeing on acceptable
goals, work on getting agreement on appropriate methods of discipline. Sometimes relatives or
friends interfere when you discipline your child. Frequently the same people who get upset if you
do discipline your child, also get upset if you don’t discipline your child! Don’t let others
discourage you from being an effective and self-confident parent.• The Troubled Parent. Marital
problems, financial problems, and other difficult life situations sometimes become a heavy
burden for a parent. Often, this parent lacks sufficient energy, time, and motivation to help his or
her child.Parenting a child and holding a family together is a difficult and challenging task.
Psychologists and other professionals can help parents gain increased understanding of
themselves and their family and can help them improve their parenting skills. Chapter 22 tells
when and how to get professional help for you or your child.Main Points To Remember:• Parents
must agree about which behaviors are desirable and undesirable.• Communicate clearly with
your child.• Be able to give clear, effective instructions and commands.• Your child needs your
discipline as well as your love. If something is preventing you from disciplining your child,
determine what it is and work toward correcting it.Additional SOS Resources: (Chapter 2)Not all
eBook readers have the capability to view video clips or PDF’s. All video clips are Flash. Make
sure your Flash player is updated.• Homepage of SOS Programs & Parents Press.• Ordering
SOS Materials,• Learn about the 87 minute DVD Video SOS Help For Emotions: Managing
Anxiety, Anger, & Depression, for adults and teens.• How do I increase my Emotional
Intelligence and my child’s Emotional Intelligence? On PDF.Please remember an active internet
connection is required to review these links.Chapter 3Ways Of Increasing Good BehaviorDo you
remember teaching a child how to tie his shoes? You first showed him how to do it. Then you
asked him to try the first step. When he attempted this new task, you gave him lots of attention



and encouragement. He responded by working even harder to please you.Your encouragement,
close attention, smiles, hugs, pats, and words of approval are extremely important to your child
and strengthen his behavior. This chapter will show you various methods of rewarding your child
in order to get good behavior from him.Just as it’s important to reward your child’s good
behavior, it’s important to fail to reward bad behavior. When you see behavior that you don’t want
your child to continue, one effective option is to actively ignore it.Active ignoring is briefly
removing all attention from your misbehaving child. Active ignoring is being sure that you don’t
accidentally reward his bad behavior with attention.* This method of managing children is
particularly effective in reducing the tantrums of toddlers and preschoolers. If you scold or pay
attention to your child while he is having a tantrum, you might unintentionally reward that
behavior. Try active ignoring in order to weaken his tantrum behavior. If your child is in a safe
place, walk out of the room and wait until his tantrum ceases before returning. Or, you might turn
your back and pretend to be absorbed in something else. When his bad behavior stops, give him
lots of attention. Also, be sure that your child’s bad behavior doesn’t push you into giving him a
material reward (such as cookies before dinner) or an activity reward (such as watching a late
TV movie on a school night).----- Note -----*Active ignoring of inappropriate behavior enables you
to follow Child Rearing Rule #2, “Don’t ‘accidentally’ reward bad behavior,” described in Chapter
1. Not rewarding a particular bad behavior is called “extinction” and it weakens that bad
behavior.---------------How do you use active ignoring? Follow the points listed in the table.Use
active ignoring to weaken these misbehaviors:• Whining and fussing• Pouting and sulking• Loud
crying intended to manipulate parents• Loud complaining• Continuous begging and demanding•
Breath holding and mild tantrumsActive ignoring often helps to reduce misbehavior. However,
when it doesn’t, consider using one of the other methods described in this chapter or in
succeeding chapters.Reward Good Alternative BehaviorIf your child’s undesirable “target
behavior” is whining, then the alternative behavior is talking in a normal tone of voice. If your
daughter normally whines when she wants something, then you should praise her when she
asks for something without whining. Reward the alternative behavior in order to strengthen
it.*----- Note -----*Using rewards to increase good behavior which is an alternative to the
undesirable target behavior is called “reinforcement of alternative behavior” or “differential
reinforcement of other behavior.”---------------Assume that Christopher, your four-year-old, usually
has a temper tantrum when he doesn’t get what he wants — like when he doesn’t get a cookie
just before dinner. The next time you turn down one of his requests, be sure to reward him with
praise if he demonstrates self- control. Say to him, “Christopher, you didn’t get a cookie this time,
but you still behaved yourself. I’m proud of that grown-up behavior. After we eat dinner you may
have three cookies!”What behavior has to go? What is the behavior you want? Wait for that good
behavior. Then “catch your child being good” and reward him. If your child doesn’t seem to know
how to perform the desirable behavior, such as sharing toys or trading toys, teach it to him.
Teaching your child the desirable behavior is discussed next.Help Your Child To Practice Good
BehaviorHelp your child to practice the behavior that you want her to learn. For example, if your



daughter grabs toys away from another child, tell her to trade toys instead. Then demonstrate toy
trading yourself and help her to actually practice this skill.Toy-Grabbing GloriaWhen three-year-
old Gloria wanted a toy from her baby sister, she often grabbed it. Gloria’s parents didn’t allow
her to keep the toy because that rewarded her for grabbing toys. However, Gloria persisted.To
help his daughter change, Mr. Scott developed a two-part plan. For the first part, Gloria either
received a scolding or a time-out when she grabbed a toy.For the second part, Mr. Scott helped
Gloria learn to trade toys. If Gloria wanted a toy truck from her sister, she showed her another
toy, and then offered to trade toys. Sometimes Gloria offered four or five different toys before her
baby sister agreed to trade.Mr. Scott taught Gloria the skill of toy trading by first demonstrating
this skill himself and by having her watch. He traded toys with the baby. Then Gloria practiced toy
trading with the baby and Mr. Scott watched. When Gloria was successful, he praised her efforts.
However, when Gloria grabbed a toy from her baby sister, he scolded her or placed her in time-
out.Gloria became good at toy trading and also spent more time sharing toys and playing with
her sister. Mr. Scott weakened toy grabbing by using a mild correction. He taught Gloria toy
trading to replace toy grabbing.Use Grandma’s RuleHelp your children to do unpleasant tasks
by using Grandma’s Rule.* Grandma’s Rule states, “After you do your chore, then you get to
play.” It’s easier to begin and complete an unpleasant task if we get to have fun afterward.-----
Note -----* Grandma’s Rule is also called the Premack Principle.---------------Don’t reverse
Grandma’s Rule. An example of reversing Grandma’s Rule is to say, “You can watch television
now if you promise to do your math homework later tonight.” If your daughter always
procrastinates with her math because she hates it, she won’t be motivated to finish it by first
watching television. She will continue to avoid her math. She will also feel guilty or upset for
failing to complete it. Promises to begin a task and guilt don’t help children to do unpleasant
chores. Having fun afterward is a good motivator.Getting your child to do something distasteful
by reversing Grandma’s Rule is difficult to do — like driving your car somewhere in reverse. Use
Grandma’s Rule correctly.Set a Good ExampleParents constantly demonstrate or “model”
behavior which their children observe. Your child learns how to behave and misbehave by
observing and imitating your behavior and the behavior of others. Don’t unintentionally
demonstrate behavior that you wouldn’t like to see in your child.Your child pays particularly close
attention to you when you are frustrated with a problem or having a conflict with another person.
By watching you, she is learning how she might handle her own frustrations and conflicts with
others in the future.If you use a lot of sarcasm and criticism in dealing with other people, you’re
actually teaching your child to use sassy talk and complaining as a way of dealing with you and
other people. By watching their parents, some kids learn that people swear if they get hurt.
Sometimes children learn to have temper tantrums by watching their parents lose control of their
own emotions and behavior. You are a role model for your child whether you want to be or not!
Be a good model!Children also learn how to behave by watching people on television and in the
movies. Many programs show people trying to solve problems and conflicts with others by using
aggression and violence. Monitor the kind of television programs and movies your kids watch.



Reduce your child’s exposure to violent models.Be An Organized ParentBe organized and plan
ahead to be an effective parent. Anticipate your child’s needs before his bad behavior forces you
to meet his needs. When you allow your child’s bad behavior to force you to meet his needs, you
unintentionally reward that bad behavior.If you are shopping with your children, return home
before they are completely exhausted. If your children begin to fuss with each other during
religious services, don’t scold or threaten. Simply sit between them. The time to have a long
telephone conversation is not just before supper when your children are hungry and fussing with
each other. If you and your child are spending the evening visiting friends, avoid staying hours
past your child’s normal bedtime.Clear family rules, predictable routines, and consistency in
daily activities will help your children develop mature behavior. Regular times for waking, healthy
snacks, meals, and bedtime will help your child anticipate what is expected of her. And she will
be better behaved as a result. Limiting her snacking during the day will encourage her to eat the
food offered at meals.Your children, especially if they are young, need a lot of care and
supervision. As parents, we really don’t go “off duty” until our children are asleep and even then
we are “on call.” A favorite time of day for busy mothers and fathers is “after the children are
asleep.”Main Points To Remember:• Encourage and praise your child’s good behavior.• Actively
ignore some misbehaviors.• After targeting an undesirable behavior, reward the good alternative
behavior.• Help your child to practice behavior you want him to learn.• Use Grandma’s Rule to
help your child perform unpleasant chores.• Be an organized parent. Make clear family rules,
predictable routines, and consistency in your child’s daily activities.• Set a good example for
your child.Additional SOS Resources: (Chapter 3)Not all eBook readers have the capability to
view video clips or PDF’s. All video clips are Flash. Make sure your Flash player is updated.•
Counselors and Educators, see video clip DVD Video SOS Help For Parents - Sampler (8
minutes). The clip describes how to use the Video Kit SOS Help For Parents program to help
parents and children.
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Thomas J. Mcauliff, “Pass it forward. This book is practical and easy to read. I first came across it
a new publication. I continue to use it as a resource. It’s on a publication I’m able to come up with
two or three calm is at a time which I belong to clients. It is relevant throughout any current trends
in addressing the behavior of children.”

Amy Moon, “Really helpful. First-time mom— I found it so helpful, and my kid is already
behaving better since I implemented the suggested strategies a week ago.”

Bittrswe3t, “Well worth it, I am so thankful for this book. This book has been a life saver. The
advice is really easy to understand and the information is pretty simple. For some reason, it
really works with children. I have a 2-year-old and 4-year-old and it works for them. I didn't know
what to do to help with my situation and the advice in this book has helped tremendously. I am
so thankful and I would recommend this to EVERYONE with children of any age. It is written
very well and easy to understand. Well worth it!.”

Stacey Y, “Last help book you'll ever need.. My husband and I each read this book at a point
when we weren't sure what to do about our almost 9 year old girl. We even met with a therapist
and were prepared to have her speak with someone about her anger issues and lack of respect
towards every one in our family.After reading this book, we really followed the time out guidelines
and I can't even begin to explain how pleased we are with the results.My daughter is spending
less and less time in "time out" and when she snaps at us out of frustration, she takes a few
minutes to herself, then comes out to apologize!!!! This NEVER would have happened
before.We really put the time and effort in to do this the right way and it REALLY works!!!We use
the same time out technique on our two other daughters and it has really saved us. I feel like we
operate so much better as a family now that everyone is aware of the rules and consequences. I
highly recommend this book!”

Shopper, “Great book. As a therapist and a parent educator I find this book very useful. It is easy
to understand and easy to implement.”

Terese Wolf, “Easy to understand. Very informative.. This is a very good behavior therapy primer
for parents of young children.”

Margaret McGirt, “Anyone struggling to be a great parent can benefit from this course.. I love this
program! It is simple to teach and learn. It is effective to use. It is entertaining to study. It has
lots of videos and cute cartoons. I used this program raising my kids. Now, I want to teach it to
others.”
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